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SUMMARY

This report reviews work carried out at the David Sarnoff Research Center (Sarnoff) during the first year of a four-year research program to develop monolithically integrated, narrow-spectral-linewidth InGaAsP semiconductor lasers. The specific objective of this program was to develop a device that would fulfill the requirements for a large variety of coherent lightwave communication systems, such as high-bit-rate, single-channel systems and multi-channel, wavelength-division-multiplexed systems. In addition, the integrated optics technology developed under this program would be directly applicable to the development of other integrated optical devices and circuits.

The major effort during Phase 1 of this program was to develop a design for a monolithic, narrow-linewidth device and then develop the semiconductor growth and fabrication techniques required to realize this structure. Based on an analysis of a number of designs, including both distributed feedback (DFB) and distributed-Bragg-reflector (DBR) lasers, we have developed a design based on an InGaAs multiple-quantum-well (MQW) DBR laser with an integrated passive waveguide and MQW modulator.

This design incorporates a number of features at the leading edge of semiconductor laser technology that require further development. In particular, this structure requires the integration of the active elements, for the gain and modulator sections, with low-loss passive waveguides. Since these disparate elements have very different requirements on the semiconductor material, new integration techniques had to be developed. This narrow-linewidth laser design also proposed to use InGaAs MQW laser structures, which are at the leading edge of semiconductor laser technology.

During the first year, we have developed, using a non-quantum-well structure, many of the fabrication techniques required for the integration of the narrow-linewidth device. Based on this effort, we have now demonstrated a DBR laser structure that is compatible with our ultimate MQW design and can serve as the building block for this device.

In parallel with the development of the fabrication, we have developed the MOCVD growth of MQW laser structures in the InGaAsP material system. We have now demonstrated room-temperature operation of InGaAs/InGaAsP MQW
lasers with threshold current densities that are comparable to the best reported in the literature.

At this point, we are in a position to incorporate the MQW laser structures into the DBR laser structure developed during Phase 1. The incorporation of the MQW structure into the DBR cavity will also automatically allow for the monolithic integration of modulators. Therefore, all the elements required for the proposed narrow-linewidth laser structure are in place.
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Section I

INTRODUCTION

This report reviews work carried out at the David Sarnoff Research Center during the first year of a four-year research program to develop micro-integrated, narrow-spectral-linewidth semiconductor lasers. The objective of this four-year program is to develop a device that is fully table into a communications system. Furthermore, these sources should meet the requirements for a large variety of coherent lightwave communications such as high-bit-rate, single-channel systems and multi-channel, wavelength-division-multiplexed systems. The integrated optics technology we are developing for these will also be directly applicable to the development of other optical devices and circuits.

Coherent optical communications systems require laser sources and local oscillators that have a spectral linewidth significantly less than the data rate. As shown in Fig. 1, amplitude-shift keying and frequency-shift keying require that the transmitter and local oscillator linewidth be about 9% of the bit rate, while for homodyne phase-shift keying, which is potentially the most sensitive format, the linewidth requirement is much more severe at the bit rate. The linewidth requirements of the system, therefore, vary. However, it is clear that linewidths much less than 1 MHz is desirable for many applications. Even at bit rates as high as 1 Gbit/s, linewidths on the order of 100 kHz are required for homodyne phase-shift keying. Furthermore, for multi-rate, wavelength-division multiplexed systems that might carry only 1 s per channel, a linewidth of less than 1 MHz is required even for ASK, and a PSK format would require a linewidth on the order of 10 kHz.

Based on the range of requirements for coherent communications systems, the objective of this research effort is to demonstrate an integratable mic narrow linewidth semiconductor laser with the following operational characteristics: (1) cw power output in the 1- to 10-mW range, (2) single spatial output with diffraction-limited beam, (3) modulation capability (either direct or separate integrated modulators) in the 0.3- to 4-GHz range, (4) laser linewidth in the 10- to 100-kHz range with a side mode rejection ratio in the range of from 20 to 50 dB, (5) laser center wavelength stability better than 10 to
100 kHz, and (6) demonstration of all operational characteristics simultaneously. Many of these characteristics, such as linewidths in the range of 10 to 100 kHz, have been achieved in hybrid external-cavity laser diode devices; however suitable monolithic devices have only achieved linewidths in the range of 1 to 10 MHz. A more complete discussion of the systems requirements and the current state of the as for narrow-linewidth laser diodes is given in the Appendix.

1. Laser linewidth requirements for coherent communications systems.¹

In an analysis of a number of designs, including both distributed fi0) distributed-Bragg-reflector (DBR) lasers, we have developed a d in an InGaAs multiple-quantum well (MQW) DBR laser with an Pive waveguide and MQW modulator. This design incorporates a Tres at the leading edge of semiconductor laser technology that Rvelopment. We, therefore, initiated a development effort using a T, that would allow us to develop the technologies necessary for C,sign, while simultaneously demonstrating device results at V development program. During the first year, we have f the fabrication techniques required for our integrated device non-quantum-well structure with separate active and low-loss Incorporation of these low-loss waveguide layers will be design of the structure. We have, based on this effort, now
demonstrated a DBR laser structure that can serve as the building block for our narrow linewidth device.

In addition, we have been developing, in parallel, the MOCVD growth of MQW laser structures in the InGaAsP material system. As a result of this effort, we have demonstrated room-temperature operation of InGaAs/InGaAsP MQW lasers. At this point, we are in a position to incorporate the MQW lasers into the DBR laser structure developed during Phase 1 of this program. The incorporation of the MQW structure into the DBR cavity will also automatically allow for the monolithic integration of modulators.

In this report, we first compare various design approaches, and from this theoretical work, present our design approach. Section III then describes the development work carried out during Phase 1 using developmental structures. In this section, we discuss the fabrication issues to be resolved; the processes developed; the development of the materials growth, including MOCVD-grown MQW lasers; and the initial results obtained from the DBR structures fabricated. Finally, in Section IV, we describe the self-heterodyne spectral linewidth analyzer that was constructed at Sarnoff to support this program and show linewidth measurements made on DFB lasers fabricated at Sarnoff.
Section II
LASER LINEWIDTH AND DESIGN

Two monolithically integrated laser designs were originally considered for the basic narrow-linewidth laser structure. These were a long DFB laser and a DBR laser with an extended intra-cavity, passive waveguide section. Previously, under funding from both NASA and Naval Research Laboratory, Sarnoff had developed single-mode InGaAsP DFB lasers operating at 1.3 μm. These devices consisted of both low-power (5-10 mW) ridge-guide DFB lasers and higher-power (15 mW), buried-ridge structures. Both these structures were fabricated using liquid-phase epitaxy, although they are also compatible with vapor-phase epitaxy and MOCVD. To make an experimental comparison of the DFB and DBR configurations, we had initially hoped to make both types of devices by using our existing DFB technology, while simultaneously developing the technology for the DBR devices. However, for two major reasons, we decided to drop the DFB effort. First, as discussed below, from a technical viewpoint there were several reasons to favor the DBR structure, and second, from a pragmatic viewpoint, such a division of efforts was not consistent with meeting the program goals effectively.

To summarize, the technical basis for favoring the DBR structure was two-fold. First of all, the analysis we did of the linewidth of various cavity designs, which is presented below, indicated clearly that extending the cavity with a long passive section was far superior to using an extended pumped region. As is well known, one fundamental way of narrowing the linewidth is to make a longer cavity. However, if the cavity is extended with a region containing gain, the extended region becomes an additional source of noise, thus mitigating the positive effects of the additional length on the linewidth. An extended passive section, which can be incorporated easily into a DBR structure and does not add to the noise, is a better alternative.

In order to compare the narrow linewidth performance of DFB and DBR lasers, we analyzed the linewidth of the corresponding cavity configurations without gratings. In particular, we compared the linewidth and efficiency of simple, long laser cavities, as for a DFB laser, to laser cavities extended by means of an unpumped passive section, as in the case of a DBR laser.

The spectral linewidth of diode lasers that arises from the spontaneous emission noise is given by

2
where $R$ is the spontaneous emission rate, $I$ is the number of photons in the lasing mode, and $\alpha$ is Henry's linewidth enhancement factor that arises because the change in gain associated with a spontaneous emission event is accompanied by a change in refractive index. Based on Eq. (1), there are two basic means of decreasing the linewidth: (1) modify the cavity to decrease the fraction of spontaneously emitted photons in the mode; and (2) alter the material properties at the lasing wavelength in such a way as to decrease $\alpha$. We will consider these two issues independently. The device design we have developed is based on an optimization of both.

The basic principle involved in decreasing the linewidth by the design of the cavity is to decrease the spontaneous emission rate into the mode while at the same time increasing the modal intensity. We consider here two alternative cavity configurations. The first is to make a uniform long-cavity Fabry-Perot laser by increasing the length of gain material between the facets. The second approach is to extend the cavity length by incorporation of a passive waveguide section. We call this second approach an extended-passive-cavity laser. In both these approaches, the modal intensity is increased by lengthening the cavity. Specifically, the number of photons in the lasing mode for a constant output power increases linearly with the cavity length. The differences in these two approaches become apparent by considering the spontaneous emission rate.

First consider the uniform Fabry-Perot laser, which is analyzed in reference 2. If the cavity losses are dominated by the end (mirror) losses (i.e., the short cavity regime), then the spontaneous emission rate, which is proportional to the gain per unit length, will decrease as $1/L$. However, as the cavity is made longer, the mirror losses become small compared to absorption losses in the cavity, and the gain per unit length, and hence the spontaneous emission rate, becomes independent of $L$. Combining this with the the dependence of $I$ on $L$, we see that for short cavity lengths, the linewidth should decrease as $1/L^2$, while for long cavities, it will only fall off as $1/L$. Figure 2 shows the calculated linewidth of a 1.3-\mu m InGaAsP laser operating at an output power of 1 mW as a function of cavity length. For this calculation, $\alpha = 5.5$, the spontaneous emission factor $n_{sp} = 1.7$, the internal cavity loss $\alpha_0 = 30 \text{ cm}^{-1}$, and the facet power reflectivities are 80%
and 30%. If we restrict the length of the cavity to about 5 mm from practical materials considerations, the minimum linewidth attainable at 1-mW output power is about 1 MHz.

![Figure 2. Calculated linewidth of a 1.3-μm Fabry-Perot laser as a function of cavity length.](image)

Based on this linewidth analysis, it should be possible to obtain a 100-kHz linewidth from a 0.5-cm-long uniform Fabry-Perot cavity laser by operating at 10-mW output power. However, by making the device this long, the facet losses become a small fraction of the total cavity loss and, thus, the device becomes extremely inefficient. Figure 3 shows the calculated external efficiency of a uniform-cavity Fabry-Perot laser as a function of length, assuming a 100% internal quantum efficiency and the same parameters as in Fig. 2. The 5% efficiency obtained in a 0.5-cm-long device is too small to obtain 10-mW output power in a single mode. As a result, the minimum linewidth attainable from the device is probably about 1 MHz. Also note that since, for long cavity lengths, both the external efficiency and linewidth-power product are decreasing linearly with increasing length, the minimum linewidth attainable (at the maximum output power) may be independent of length. As a result, little gain in linewidth performance can be expected by increasing the cavity beyond the length for which
the facet losses become small. The minimum linewidth attainable by simply increasing the laser cavity length will therefore be on the order of 1 to 10 MHz.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 3.** External efficiency of a 1.3-μm InGaAsP Fabry-Perot laser as a function of cavity length.

By using a low-loss passive waveguide instead of a pumped gain section to extend the cavity length, the shortcomings of the above approach can be reduced. For a lossless waveguide section of length $L_1$, the linewidth of the laser decreases as $L_1^{-2}$ for all lengths, and the external efficiency is independent of $L_1$. It has been shown that the linewidth of an extended-passive-cavity laser with gain and passive region lengths $L_0$ and $L_1$, respectively, is reduced by a factor of $\xi^2$ compared to a uniform cavity of length $L_0$, where

$$\xi = \frac{L_0/\gamma_{g0}}{L_0/\gamma_{g0} + L_1/\gamma_{g1}}$$

There are two sources of this linewidth reduction. First, the modal intensity in the cavity is increased by the fraction of time the photons spend in the passive section of the cavity; and second, the spontaneous emission rate into the lasing mode is decreased because the density of available modes is increased as $\xi^{-1}$.

The major issue that must be addressed for a monolithic-extended passive-cavity laser design is the effect of waveguide losses on the linewidth of the device.
We have extended the theory of Henry\textsuperscript{3} to include these losses. Figure 4 shows the calculated linewidth of such a laser as a function of passive section length for waveguide power losses (\(a_1\) in Figs. 4, 5 and 7) between 0 and 10 cm\(^{-1}\). The gain section length was 300 \(\mu\)m, and all the other parameters were the same as in Fig. 2. For passive section lengths in which the total loss is small compared with the other cavity losses, the linewidth decreases as \(L^{-2}\) as expected. As the passive section becomes longer than a few absorption lengths, the required gain, and hence the spontaneous emission rate and the linewidth, increase exponentially with length. At a cavity length of 0.5 cm, a linewidth of about 1 MHz at 1-mW output power can be obtained with waveguide losses of 5 cm\(^{-1}\). This required waveguide loss is well within what can be obtained from high-quality VPE or MOCVD-grown InGaAsP waveguides.

![Figure 4. Linewidth of a 1.3-\textmu m InGaAsP extended-passive-cavity laser as a function of the length of the passive section and the waveguide attenuation coefficient \(a_1\).](image)

The major advantage of the extended-passive-cavity approach is apparent from looking at the external efficiency, shown in Fig. 5. The efficiency of an 0.5-cm-long device with a 5-cm\(^{-1}\) waveguide loss is roughly four times greater than the uniform cavity laser of the same length. This will translate roughly into a four-fold decrease in the minimum linewidth. Linewidths on the order of a few-hundred kHz can therefore be expected from this device.
A further reduction in the linewidth of semiconductor lasers can be obtained by reduction of the linewidth enhancement factor, $\alpha$. Two methods have been demonstrated. The first is to tune the lasing wavelength to the short-wavelength side of the gain peak. Figure 6 indicates the range of values of $\alpha$ that have been obtained in several experiments in which the detuning of lasing wavelength was varied. Reductions in $\alpha$ as large as a factor of 2 have been demonstrated by detuning the lasing wavelength by 15 to 20 nm.4-7

A substantial reduction in $\alpha$ has also been reported in both AlGaAs and InGaAsP lasers by using MQW active regions.8,9,10 For work at 1.3 $\mu$m, one group has demonstrated a reduction in $\alpha$ from 5.6 to 3.4 when comparing InGaAsP double-heterostructure and MQW lasers.8 The effect of this reduction can be calculated easily. Figure 7 shows the calculated linewidth of an extended-passive-cavity InGaAsP MQW laser as a function of cavity length for various waveguide losses, using $\alpha = 3.4$. This analysis indicates that sub-megahertz linewidths are possible at 1-mW output in an 0.5-cm-long device with passive waveguide losses less than about 5 cm$^{-1}$. 

Figure 5. External efficiency of a 1.3-$\mu$m InGaAsP extended-passive-cavity laser as a function of the length of the passive section and the waveguide attenuation coefficient $a_1$. 

![Graph showing external efficiency as a function of length and waveguide attenuation coefficient.](image-url)
Figure 6. Linewidth enhancement factor in double-heterostructure diode lasers as a function of the laser detuning from the gain peak.

Figure 7. Linewidth of an InGaAsP MQW ($\alpha = 3.4$) extended-passive-cavity laser as a function of the length of the passive section and the waveguide attenuation coefficient $a_1$.

Based on the above analyses, it is clear that for narrow linewidth applications, an extended-passive-cavity design has a definite advantage over a single, long active gain section. Although this modeling was done only for lasers relying on facet reflection for feedback, the general arguments presented are applicable to DFB and DBR laser design. The design strategy we favor for a monolithic narrow linewidth laser is, therefore, an extended-passive-cavity DBR
laser, as shown schematically in Fig. 8. It consists of a relatively short (200 to 300 μm) MQW gain region coupled to a low-loss passive waveguide 1 to 5 mm in length. DBR is then formed on this passive section to provide frequency selective feedback and to ensure single-mode operation.

A second advantage of using a DBR section is that since the Bragg reflector is highly dispersive, it can also help to narrow the linewidth. This additional narrowing occurs because, on one side of the Bragg resonance the variation in gain with oscillating frequency counteracts the effects of the linewidth enhancement factor.\textsuperscript{11} With waveguide losses in the passive section < 5 cm\textsuperscript{-1}, linewidths of 100 kHz should be possible with this design.

All of the elements of the monolithic narrow-linewidth laser design shown in Fig. 8 have been demonstrated. This includes InGaAsP and InGaAs MQW lasers, first-order Bragg reflectors at 1.3 and 1.55 μm, and waveguides with loss below 1 cm\textsuperscript{-1}. What has not been demonstrated, however, is the integration of low-loss waveguides with the laser structures. A number of DBR laser structures have been demonstrated, however, no particular effort has been made to reduce the passive region losses below the 10-cm\textsuperscript{-1} level that is typical of the highly doped materials used in laser structures. What is required to realize linewidths of 100kHz from this structure, therefore, is the development of the technology to integrate gain and low-loss waveguide materials without introducing large coupling losses between the different regions.

In addition to the linewidth, the DBR laser design in Fig. 8 has the capability for a wide wavelength tuning range, as would be required in
wavelength division multiplex coherent communications systems. To obtain a wide tuning range without mode hopping, a multiple electrode configuration can be used in the following manner. An electrode on the reflector section controls the feedback wavelength from the Bragg reflector by varying the index of refraction in that region. As the Bragg reflector is tuned, the lasing wavelength changes in such a way that the total round-trip phase delay in the cavity is an integral of \( 2\pi \). Since the phase delay due to propagation in the cavity changes with wavelength, the phase change from the reflection must also change to maintain the round-trip oscillation condition. Thus, the lasing wavelength relative to the Bragg condition will, in general, change, and after some tuning range, the laser will be in a mode closer to the Bragg condition. To eliminate this mode hopping, an electrode is placed over a passive section of the cavity to maintain a constant propagation phase delay in the cavity as the reflector is tuned. Finally, an electrode over the gain section is included so that a constant power level can be obtained as the wavelength is tuned. Using such a multiple electrode tuning scheme, continuous tuning over 550 GHz has been reported at 1.5 \( \mu \)m.\(^{12}\)

![Diagram of laser cavity with Bragg reflector and phase modulator.](image)

9. Monolithic narrow-linewidth InGaAs/InGaAsP/InP MQW laser with phase modulator.
A more detailed schematic drawing of our narrow-linewidth laser design that incorporates a MQW modulator is shown in Fig. 9 and summarized in our design approach. Conceptually, narrow-linewidth operation is obtained by extending the cavity length using a long low-loss waveguide section, which, as shown in the drawing, could be a MQW waveguide structure. In this device, a MQW gain section is used, which results in a reduction in the linewidth enhancement factor and, therefore, a narrowing of the linewidth by a factor of two to four compared to double heterostructure lasers. The feedback for lasing is provided on both ends of the cavity by first-order DBRs. Using grating reflectors eliminates the need for facets, enabling monolithic integration. Furthermore, the grating reflectors can be used in two ways to reduce the linewidth. First, if the grating is tuned to force lasing on the short wavelength side of the gain peak, the linewidth enhancement factor will be reduced. Second, the dispersive nature of the reflection from the grating works to narrow the linewidth in the same way that the material dispersion affects the linewidth enhancement factor. Outside of the cavity, the laser is coupled along a waveguide to an MQW absorption or phase modulator and then to a Bragg output coupler. Using the quantum-confined Stark effect, an efficient modulator can be obtained. By taking the light output through a grating coupler, any feedback into the laser cavity that could upset the narrow linewidth operation under modulation is eliminated. Other methods could also be used for eliminating feedback, such as angled facets.

Two embodiments of this narrow-linewidth laser design that address the problem of integrating InGaAsP material suitable for laser diodes with material suitable for low-loss waveguides are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. The first of these, shown in Fig. 10, is a separate-confinement-heterostructure (SCH) MQW-DBR laser in which the SCH-MQW structure is common to all the sections of the device (gain section, passive waveguides, and modulator). The lateral index guiding can be provided by a ridge waveguide in all sections, as is depicted in Fig. 10.
10. Extended-cavity InGaAs/InGaAsP/InP MQW-SCH DBR laser structure.

11. Extended-cavity InGaAs/InGaAsP/InP MQW-LOC-DBR laser structure.

SCH-MQW-DBR device has a number of advantages from the point of view of power, efficiency, modulation, and linewidth. First, because the waveguide structure is common to the entire device, losses at the...
transitions between the gain, passive, and modulator sections are virtually eliminated. This will result in lower thresholds, higher output power and, hence, narrower linewidth operation. The common structure is made possible by the fact that in the MQW structure the absorption is small in the unpumped sections. This small absorption arises from three effects: (1) a small confinement factor in the InGaAs wells, (2) saturation of the QW absorption at low intensities, and (3) bandgap shrinkage in the pumped gain region, which shifts the laser emission to longer wavelengths. In the modulator, the QWs allow very efficient, high-speed amplitude modulation through the use of the quantum-confined-Stark effect (QCSE). As a result, the modulator can be relatively short. The speed of modulation is limited only by the junction capacitance, so that bandwidths of several GHz are expected for this ridge-guide device. This QCSE absorption modulator will be suitable for use with an ASK modulation format.

The major risk in this design is that, despite the reasons cited above, the waveguide losses in the MQW passive region may be too high to obtain the linewidth goal of 10 to 100 kHz. Current results in the literature indicate that this loss will be on the order of 10 cm⁻¹. While this is tolerable for many device applications, our modeling indicates that this loss would not allow linewidths much below 1 MHz.

Because the residual losses in the QWs may be unacceptably high, we prefer the design in Fig. 11 in which the MQW active layers in the passive region are removed by etching. The resulting structure, which we call the LOC-MQW-DBR laser, is shown in Fig. 11. In this device, the LOC-MQW structure is first grown everywhere after which the MQW layers are etched away in the passive region, leaving only the transparent LOC layer. InP is then regrown selectively in the passive region to assure a low-loss transition. The same ridge-guide lateral index guiding can be used in this structure, as is shown in Fig. 11. The dimensions for this device are approximately 300 μm for the gain region, 1.5 mm for each of the passive sections, on which 1.0 mm of each has first-order Bragg reflectors, and 1.0 mm for the MQW modulator. The total device length is, therefore, approximately 5 mm.

In conclusion, a design strategy has been developed for monolithically integrated, narrow-linewidth semiconductor lasers. This design consists of a DBR laser in which the cavity has been extended by incorporating a length of passive waveguide. The critical parameter for this device is the loss in the passive waveguide section, since this limits the linewidth that can be obtained. With
waveguide losses below 5 cm\(^{-1}\), linewidths in the range of 100 kHz should be possible from these devices. The realization of this performance level requires lasers and waveguide structures that have already been demonstrated. What needs to be developed is the integration of these devices, which require dissimilar material properties, into a monolithic structure.
Section III
DEVICE DEVELOPMENT

As discussed in Section II, the realization of the narrow-linewidth device approach requires the development of a technology for integrating QW lasers and modulators with low-loss waveguides. In Phase 1 of this program, we have undertaken two major tasks to develop the required technologies. The first of these is to develop the fabrication processes needed for monolithic integration of the DBR structure. As the second major task, we have developed, under internal funding, MOCVD growth of InGaAs QW lasers. Since the MOCVD growth of InGaAsP QW materials is a very new technology, we did not include it in the DBR structure fabricated during the first year. During Phase 1, we therefore used the double-heterostructure LOC DBR (DH-LOC-DBR) laser, instead of the MQW-LOC-DBR, for development of the fabrication. This developmental structure is identical to the MQW-LOC-DBR structure described in Section II except that the MQW active region is replaced by a bulk InGaAsP active region. These structures were grown by hybrid vapor-phase epitaxy, which at the beginning of this program was the most advanced proven growth technology for the required materials. For Phase 2 we planned to combine the fabrication we have developed with a MQW structure to obtain devices with improved linewidth and modulation performance.

DEVICE FABRICATION

The primary issue in the fabrication of a monolithic narrow-linewidth laser is the integration of active gain and modulator regions and low-loss waveguides with low-loss transitions between these dissimilar regions. The processes that must be developed include the definition of the active and passive regions by etching and also selective regrowth in the low-loss waveguide structures. The etching removes the lossy active region in the passive regions, while the regrowth provides for low-loss transitions, as will be discussed below. These new processes must also be carried out in a manner that is fully compatible with existing fabrication of the laser structures (a ridge-waveguide laser in this case).

To develop the critical etching procedures, we generated a ridge-guide DBR-laser design, shown in Fig. 12, that requires the same fabrication steps as baseline MQW-DBR structure, but could be fabricated using existing VPE
growth technology, and does not require regrowth. In this way, we have been able to develop a process for etching the passive sections and ridges simultaneously, as required, to demonstrate the integration of gain sections with passive waveguides. With this structure, we were also able to experiment with using a tapered transition region that could obviate the need for the regrowth. For preliminary modulation experiments, an external absorption modulator can be easily integrated in this structure, as shown in Fig. 13. We have used vapor-phase growth (VPE) for this structure because the layer planarity and uniformity, which is critical for these large integrated devices, is substantially better with VPE than with LPE.

Figure 12. Ridge-guide DH-LOC-DBR laser structure with tapered transition.

The etching of the passive section and the ridge structure required the development of a new hybrid etching technique using dry and wet etching sequentially. Using this combination etching, in which the ridge and passive section are etched together, excellent control was obtained by use of selective chemical etches that stop upon reaching a specific semiconductor layer. The result of etching a ridge using this technique is shown in the 1° angle-lapped cross-section in Fig. 14. First, the ridge is ion-beam etched into the InP cladding layer. Etching of the ridge is then completed using a wet HCl etch that stops at the quaternary layer.
Figure 13. Incorporation of a Franz-Keldysh effect absorption modulator into the DH-LOC-DBR narrow-linewidth structure.

Figure 14. Etching of a ridge-guide InGaAsP laser using ion-beam and selective chemical etching.

1) After Ion-Beam Etching into InP Cladding
2) After Chemical Etching (Quat. Layer Acts as Etch Stop)

For the full DBR structure shown in Fig. 13, the ridge is formed by first ion-beam etching into the InP cladding layer, after which the remainder of the
cladding is removed by etching in HCl. In this structure, the HCl etches only InP and stops at the top of the active layer. The result of using these stop etches is that the etching times are not critical since the grown layers determine the extent of the etching, thus providing excellent control. Alternatively, the gain sections can be protected after ion-beam etching so that only the passive sections are chemically etched. This protection prevents the active layer from being exposed in the gain regions, which could degrade the device performance. Furthermore, leaving some InP cladding in the wings of the ridge provides for improved lateral index guiding. Figure 15 is an SEM of a device completed using this alternative process, showing the ridge and transition region.

![Figure 15. Completed ridge-guide DH-LOC-DBR laser structure in which the gain regions have not been chemically etched.](image)

To develop this etching process we fabricated a number of gain-guided DBR devices, shown in Fig. 16, that did not include a ridge in the gain section. This allowed us to optimize the etching without going through the additional steps necessary to make the ridges. Also, this provided devices on which to test the viability of the tapered transition. Figure 17 shows the P-I curve from one such gain-guided DBR device. The output power is on the order of 5 mW. Figure 18 shows predominantly single-spectral-mode operation of one of these devices, which only occurs in gain-guided devices when the wavelength is locked by the grating feedback. In these first gain-guided DBR-LOC devices, as well as in the first ridge-guide devices, we used a tapered transition to improve the mode matching and coupling efficiency between the active and passive sections. In these devices, however, we typically observed high threshold currents. Further,
as shown in Fig. 19, examination of the near-fields from devices that incorporated second-order gratings, which were fabricated for another program, showed a significant amount of scattered light at the transition. This scattering indicates that the taper was not working as expected, and there was a large discontinuity at the transition.

Figure 16. SEM of a gain-guided DBR-LOC laser showing the tapered transition.

Figure 17. P-I curve from a gain-guide DBR-LOC laser.
To reduce the transition losses to an acceptable (and insignificant) level, we determined that a selective regrowth in the passive region after etching is required. This structure, which we call a buried-LOC-DBR is shown in Fig. 20. This structure also includes an additional etch-stop layer above the active layer so that the ridges can be etched using the stop etches we have developed, without exposing the active layer. The significant advantage of the buried-LOC structure is that it is possible to design it with a high transition coupling fraction while still maintaining a large active-layer confinement factor in the gain region. Figure 21 shows the calculated transition coupling fraction and active-layer confinement factor as a function of the LOC (waveguide) thickness for both the LOC (Fig. 12) and buried-LOC (Fig. 20) structures. To obtain a coupling fraction over 70% in the
LOC structure, it is necessary to both leave the active layer in the passive section, and reduce the confinement factor below 20% by increasing the thickness of the waveguide. The result is an increase in both the absorption losses in the passive region and the transition losses. In the buried-LOC structure, the same coupling can be obtained with a confinement factor of 30% and without active-layer losses in the passive region, thus leading to as much as a 50% reduction in threshold gain.

Under a separate program, we have now demonstrated the use of selective regrowth for improving the transitions. As in the DBR-LOC structure, the cap, cladding, and active layers were etched in the passive region using the InP confinement layer as an etch stop. After masking the active region with SiO₂, a 3000-Å InP layer was regrown selectively in the passive region using hybrid vapor-phase epitaxy. A cross-section demonstrating the results of this regrowth is shown in Fig. 22. An especially attractive feature of the process is that the regrowth is tapered (i.e., it is thickest abutting the gain section). With the tapered regrowth, the coupling in the buried-LOC structure will be over 90%.

Figure 20. InGaAsP DH buried-LOC-DBR laser structure with additional etch stop layer.
Figure 21. Transition coupling fraction between active and passive sections and active-layer confinement factor for LOC-DBR (with and without active layer remaining in passive section) and buried-LOC structures.
Although this buried-LOC structure was not developed until nearly the end of this program, we have now used this structure to make grating-surface-emitting (GSE) DBR lasers using the structure shown in Fig. 23 (using second-order gratings). Using this buried-LOC structure, we have observed linear coherent arrays of GSE lasers of three to nine elements. The characteristics of a gain-guided, buried-LOC surface-emitter arrays are shown in Figs. 24 through 26. The far-field and spectrum indicate single-mode and locked (coherent) operation of this array with greater than 20-dB side-mode suppression. Despite the fact that these gain-guided devices had high losses due to diffraction in the passive sections, the threshold current is about a factor of two lower than similar devices that used only tapered transitions. This regrown structure, which will be directly applicable to the MQW-DBR narrow-linewidth lasers, clearly provides a means for coupling the active and passive sections with very low transition losses.
Figure 23. Structure of a three-element, buried-LOC-DBR GSE array.

Figure 24. P-I curve from a nine-element, buried-LOC-DBR GSE array.

Figure 25. Spectrum of a three-element, buried-LOC-DBR GSE array operating at two times threshold with equal currents to each gain section.
In addition to the process technology developed to make low-loss transitions in the narrow-linewidth DBR structures, we have also developed the fabrication of the required first-order Bragg reflectors with a 2000-Å period. An SEM micrograph of a 2000-Å period formed on InP is shown in Fig. 27. This grating is fabricated by holographic UV exposure of a photoresist mask followed by ion-beam etching. Controlled etching of the gratings was crucial to device operation because of possible effects on the transitions and low-loss waveguides.

Figure 27. Ion-beam-etched, first-order gratings (period = 2000 Å) fabricated in InP.
B. WAFER GROWTH

The wafer growth carried out during the course of this program consisted of the development of both VPE-growth of the DH-LOC structures and MOCVD growth of InGaAs MQW structures. At the time the program began, VPE was the most advanced proven growth technique available, so it was chosen as the baseline approach for Phase 1, while the development of the MOCVD MQW growth was ongoing concurrently, mostly under internal Sarnoff investment funding. In addition, some additional LPE growth of the DH-LOC structure was done to provide some additional material that could be used in the development of the device processing.

The wafer structure for the InGaAsP DH-LOC that was used both for the simple LOC-DBR and buried-LOC-DBR devices described earlier is shown in Fig. 28. The major issues that had to be resolved in this structure were: (1) the incorporation of more than one type of quaternary layer, (2) the growth of a very thin (> 500 Å) InP etch-stop layer, and (3) obtaining the correct position of the p-n junction.

Figure 28. Structure of VPE-grown InGaAsP/InP DH-LOC.

To grow a structure incorporating more than one InGaAsP quaternary composition in a double-barrel VPE reactor requires recalibration of the composition in the InGaAsP barrel during the growth of the wafer (the other barrel is used to grow InP). For this structure, this was accomplished by first growing the InP n-clad, InGaAsP waveguide (LOC) layer (1.1-μm bandgap), and the InP etch-stop layer. At this point, the wafer was withdrawn into the forechamber and the growth conditions in the InGaAsP barrel were modified to grow the 1.3-μm bandgap active layer, and the remainder of the structure was then grown. Once this two-step growth procedure was established, there were no problems with control of the layers or interface quality between the layers. To
verify that this two-step growth was working as desired, and that the thin InP layer was not being etched back, it was necessary to establish a procedure by which the thickness of this layer could be monitored. This was accomplished by developing a staining procedure on angle-lapped cross-sections. An example of this technique on a structure in which the InP etch-stop layer is less than 500-Å thick is shown in Fig. 29. This figure also demonstrates the excellent layer uniformity of thin layers obtained by VPE. Using this measurement technique, layers < 100-Å thick could be measured optically, which is better than what could be obtained routinely by SEM.

![Conventional Staining With H₃PO₄](image1)

![Improved Stain and Etch Technique Using HCl (InP Etchant)](image2)

Figure 29. A 1° angle-lapped cross-section of a VPE-grown DH-LOC wafer. The thickness of the InP etch-stop layer is 400 Å.

Perhaps the most difficult parameter to control in both VPE and MOCVD growth of InP-based materials is the position of the p-n junction. This difficulty arises because the Zn p-dopant diffuses during the growth, so that its introduction must be timed so that at the end of the growth it has just diffused down to the active layer. To guide us in the doping for both VPE and MOCVD growth, we have employed a Polaron doping-profile measurement system. An example of a measurement of the doping profile on a DH-LOC structure is shown in Fig. 30.
This figure shows clearly a highly doped cap, a p-InP layer doped at a level of about $1 \times 10^{18}$, and the n-InP cladding layer doped at a level of about $5 \times 10^{17}$. Between these two regions is the p-n junction. Furthermore, just to the substrate side of the junction, a region of increased n doping about 0.3-μm wide is visible. This additional peak is due to the InGaAsP waveguide and serves as a marker indicating that the p-n junction is just above the waveguide, i.e., it is in the active layer.

Figure 30. Optimum polaron doping profile from a VPE-grown DH-LOC wafer showing the p-n junction just above the waveguide layer.

Using these techniques to help understand the growth of the DH-LOC structure, we were able to consistently get wafers exhibiting threshold current densities < 3 kA/cm², which is excellent for LOC structures with waveguide layers as thick as 0.3 μm. Figure 31 shows P-I curves from a number of broad-area LOC structures taken from one wafer.
To meet the eventual goals of the narrow-linewidth laser design, as well as for other programs, we have been developing MOCVD growth of the InGaAs MQW laser concurrently with the process development for these devices. The eventual design goal is the MQW-LOC-DBR structure in which the InGaAsP active layer used in the DH-LOC-DBR structure is simply replaced by an InGaAs/InGaAsP MQW. All the fabrication that has been developed using the DH-LOC structure will therefore be identical for the MQW structure.

To develop the MOCVD growth techniques of the MQW structures, we have been concentrating on an InGaAsP/InGaAs separate-confinement heterostructure (SCH) MQW in which the SCH structure provides the confinement for the optical field. Using this structure as a benchmark, we have been able to compare our results with what has been grown at other laboratories.

Figure 32 shows a transmission electron micrograph of a InGaAs/InP MQW structure. Excellent layer uniformity and interface quality are evident. A complete SCH-MQW laser structure is shown in Fig. 33, for which the corresponding P-I curve for an 80-μm stripe laser is shown in Fig. 34. The threshold current density for this device was about 1.6 kA/cm², which is comparable to the best value of 1.5 kA/cm² that has been reported for an InGaAs/InGaAsP SCH-MQW laser. Based on these state-of-the-art results, we
are now ready to begin growth of the MQW-LOC structure for incorporation into the narrow-linewidth DBR device.

Figure 32. TEM of an InGaAs/InP MQW structure.

Figure 33. Stained angle-lapped cross-section of an InGaAs/InGaAsP/InP MQW-SCH laser.
Figure 34. P-I curve for a 625-μm-long, 80-μm stripe InGaAs SCH-MQW laser with a 1.6-kA/cm² threshold current density.

OM-342 #4
80μm x 625 μm uncoated
Pulse Width = 200nsec
Rep Rate = 10KHz
Temperature = 23°C
Section IV
SPECTRAL LINEWIDTH CHARACTERIZATION

Concurrently with the device development aspects of this program, we have developed the characterization facilities needed for analyzing the spectral properties of narrow-linewidth lasers. Three basic measurement techniques have been developed to characterize spectral linewidth, stability, and noise.

A schematic of the self-heterodyne linewidth analyzer built at Sarnoff is shown in Fig. 35. The linewidth is determined by measuring the linewidth of the beat signal between the laser and a delayed and frequency-shifted version of itself. This system has a resolution of about 10 kHz. The measured linewidth of a buried-ridge DFB laser is shown in Fig. 36. The beat signal is about 30 MHz, indicating a linewidth of about 20 MHz, depending on the exact source of the noise.

Figure 35. Self-heterodyne linewidth measurement system.
In addition to the linewidth analysis, we have also set up a stabilized high-resolution Fabry-Perot optical spectrum analyzer. This will be used for monitoring the frequency stability of the laser, to the level of about 1 MHz/hour. In addition, this spectrum analyzer can also be used for frequency-noise measurements. The frequency-noise spectrum is required for determining the relative contributions of white and 1/f noise in the linewidth and, hence, determining the noise source in the laser.
Section V

CONCLUSION

In summary, during Phase 1 of this program, we have developed a design for a narrow-linewidth InGaAsP semiconductor laser with an integrated modulator and have developed a number of new fabrication procedures that are required to realize this device. Based on an analysis of a number of designs, including both DFB-DBR lasers, we have determined that a design based on an extended-passive-cavity DBR laser incorporating an InGaAs MQW active region, an integrated low-loss passive waveguide, and an MQW modulator, is the best design for narrow-linewidth operation.

In the Phase 1 of this program, we undertook two major tasks to develop the required technologies for this device. The first of these was to develop the fabrication processes needed for monolithic integration of the DBR structure. As the second major task, we have developed, under internal funding, MOCVD growth of InGaAs quantum well lasers. Since the MOCVD growth of InGaAsP QW materials is a very new technology, we did not include it in the DBR structure fabricated during the first year.

During Phase 1, we therefore used a developmental DH-LOC-DBR laser for development of the fabrication. Based on this structure, we have developed both the etching and regrowth processes required for monolithic integration of active (gain and modulator) sections with low-loss passive waveguides, as well as the fabrication of gratings on InP with periods less than 2000 Å. As a result of this effort, we demonstrated, under a separate program, linear arrays of grating-surface-emitting DBR lasers using our basic narrow-linewidth laser design. Concurrently with this work, we have also demonstrated state-of-the-art InGaAs MQW lasers.

We are now in a position to incorporate the MQW laser structures into the DBR laser structure developed during Phase 1. The incorporation of the MQW structure into the DBR cavity will also automatically allow for the monolithic integration of modulators. Therefore, all the elements required for the proposed narrow-linewidth laser structure are in place.
Section VI
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Introduction

This paper discusses the impact of state-of-the-art diode laser optical characteristics on the overall performance capabilities of coherent communication systems. In it we explore what the present laboratory device performance represents in terms of system capabilities and what issues remain to be resolved in order to achieve certain goals. The paper deals with the following subjects:

- Optical performance issues for diode lasers in coherent systems.
- Reported measurements of key performance parameters.
- Optical requirements for coherent single channel and (especially) multichannel communications systems.
- Limitations imposed by diode laser optical performance on multichannel system capabilities.
- Implications for future developments.

A major interest in coherent systems stems from their long term potential for economically providing massive amounts of bandwidth to end users. Broadband subscriber services, both digital and analog, would be the most important commercial users of such a potential. Tunable multichannel systems based on operational principles similar to radio techniques are an alternative to digital multiplexing and switching approaches, which are now also being considered for such networks. Looking broadly at the technical issues, we ask what such systems would be capable of if current and anticipated laboratory performance were available economically from mature manufacturing technologies.

Optical Performance Issues

Diode lasers are used in optical communications as signal sources and as local oscillators in receivers. As such, the three main optical performance issues are phase noise linewidth, wavelength tuning range, and wavelength stability. Other issues, such as optical power output and modulation frequency capability, while critical for design of specific systems, do not have the general relevance to overall system capability that the first three have. We therefore limit our discussion to these three main performance issues. Also, in focusing on subscriber loop services rather that long distance transmission, we do not include
characteristics of the optical fiber transmission itself that would not be apparent over short links.

Figure 1 shows the results of approximately fifty separate published measurements of semiconductor laser diode linewidth in work directed toward achieving narrow linewidth through various techniques. The data points are grouped by device type: 1. distributed feedback (DFB) lasers, 2. hybrid devices combining DFB lasers and external cavities, 3. monolithic combinations of external cavities and DFB lasers, 4. hybrid devices combining Fabry-Perot (FP) lasers with external cavities, and 5. monolithic devices combining external cavities with FP or distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) lasers. The measured linewidth is plotted against cavity length.

The measurement results exhibit a range of four orders of magnitude in observed linewidth. As expected from the theory of laser phase noise induced by optical spontaneous emission, there is a general trend to narrower linewidths with increasing cavity length. Overall, the linewidth appears to be inversely proportional to cavity length, although there is at least an order of magnitude spread in the observed linewidths at any given cavity length. The solid line represents what is apparently the state of the art. Only two points define this limit; most of the reported values are significantly in excess of this line over the entire range of cavity lengths.

We believe that the hopes for economical coherent systems for large-scale use by subscribers will depend on the use of monolithic fabrication approaches. Materials considerations would probably limit cavity lengths in such devices to
less than one centimeter. From Figure 1, this would imply linewidths of about 0.1 MHz at the state of the art, a value that has not yet been approached experimentally in monolithic devices.

A histogram of reported measurements of wavelength tuning range in diode lasers is shown in Figure 2. The upper limit on tuning range is set by the gain-bandwidth product in InGaAsP materials to about 5000 GHz. Useful electronic tuning is limited to 1000 GHz or less by the need to avoid wavelength jumps and maintain constant output power and modulation conditions. Practical tuning in economical systems may be considerably less than the maximum possible in order to simplify the controlling system and to achieve reproducible operation. This is because tuning diode lasers requires simultaneous control of as many as three parameters: 1. the optical phase in the laser cavity, 2. the wavelength of the dispersive feedback element, and 3. the pumping level for the gain region.

Figure 2. Diode laser tuning range.
Figure 3 shows reported performance in stabilizing the wavelength of diode laser operation. This is especially important for multichannel systems, which will require that optical transmission be kept within specified channel bands. The methods for laser stabilization range from temperature control and feedback (the most coarse), electrical feedback (finer), to frequency locking to atomic-level references (the most accurate). Frequency locking may be practical at central office system levels, but is probably uneconomical at subscriber premises or in field operations.

Optical Requirements for Coherent Systems

Single channel coherent systems require specific relationships between laser linewidth and signal bandwidth that depend on the type of modulation. These different signal modulation techniques result in different sensitivity limits. Figure 4 shows the required linewidth to signal bandwidth ratio, plotted against the relative sensitivity that could be achieved with various modulation schemes. The modulation approaches shown are homodyne phase shift keying (PSK-HO), heterodyne phase shift keying (PSK-HT), differential phase shift keying (DPSK), frequency shift keying (FSK) and amplitude shift keying (ASK). Generally, the improvement in sensitivity by adoption of the various types of phase shift keying requires a correspondingly narrower laser linewidth. Direct detection sensitivity limits are shown for comparison.
Multichannel transmission capacity is limited by interchannel interference and the tuning range of the laser used for the transmitter and the receiver local oscillator. The number of channels is simply the laser tuning range divided by the full frequency range required per channel to avoid interchannel interference. Such interference can have at least two sources: the information modulated onto the optical carriers and the phase noise introduced by the source laser. In equation form,

\[
N_{\text{channel}} = \frac{\Delta f_{\text{tuning}}}{\Delta f_{\text{mod}} + \Delta f_{\text{noise}}}
\]

For equally spaced channels, the interchannel noise crosstalk depends on the required carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR), the signal bandwidth (B), and the laser linewidth (\(\Delta f_{\text{laser}}\)) according to the following expression 7:

\[
\Delta f_{\text{noise}} = \left[\pi \cdot B \cdot \text{CNR} \cdot \Delta f_{\text{laser}} / 12\right]^{1/2}
\]

The required \(\Delta f_{\text{mod}}\) is taken to be five times the channel bandwidth, a relationship representative of the results of various studies 8,9.

Combining these relationships, we have calculated the maximum system channel capacity for various applications. Figures 5 and 6 show the number of
tuned channels for digital and analog video, respectively. These differ in the required carrier-to-noise ratios, taken to be 25 dB for digital and 60 dB for (AM) analog video. These calculations do not take into account the direct (single channel) dependence of CNR on laser linewidth, which may impose additional requirements on laser linewidth, especially in narrowband analog systems.

![Figure 5. Digital System Channel Capacity.](image)
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With digital transmission the laser linewidth plays little role in determining system channel capacity, except at very low data rates. The laser tuning range sets a limit of approximately 100 channels at 1 Gbit/s and 10,000 channels at 10 Mbit/s. For the latter case, the linewidth must be narrower than 1 MHz or there will be a reduction in system channel capacity due to laser phase noise from adjacent channels.

Analog video system channel capacity depends strongly on laser linewidth, as seen in Figure 6. In order to achieve a system capacity of 1000 channels (10 MHz bandwidth, 60 dB CNR), the laser linewidth must be less than 100 kHz. A linewidth of 10 MHz, characteristic of current but now state-of-the-art DFB lasers, would support only 200 channels.

**System Capabilities of Present Device Technology**

We have combined our review of laser diode optical characteristics with the analysis of multichannel coherent system requirements to determine the system capabilities of current and anticipated laser devices. Figure 7 shows a map of both device characteristics and system requirements on a plane of laser tuning range and laser linewidth. The white ovals represent the applications previously discussed. The digital applications, 100 and 1000 channels of 1 Gbit/s data, are essentially independent of linewidth, but their system channel capacity depends on the laser tuning range. The video application, 1000 channels at 10 MHz analog bandwidth, depends on both the linewidth and the tuning range.
Figure 7. Coherent system applications and diode laser capabilities.

The shaded rectangles represent the capabilities of various device technologies. Dark shading indicates current capabilities, while light shading gives our estimate of the practical limits of future capabilities.

We see that the digital applications are within the capabilities of currently demonstrated monolithic technology. DFB lasers can accommodate 100 channels and monolithic external cavity devices can handle 1000 channels. Improvements in linewidth may not increase system channel capacity, but could improve link performance by allowing the use of modulation techniques with greater receiver sensitivity.

The video application is marginally achievable through the use of monolithic external cavity devices. This application requires both narrow linewidth and wide tuning range. Of course, reducing the number of channels would ease the requirements on both of these parameters.

Conclusions
We have reviewed the role of diode laser optical characteristics in determining the performance capabilities of coherent optical communication systems. Laser linewidth, wavelength tuning range, and wavelength stabilization are the key optical characteristics whose values impact the performance of all types of systems.

Laser diode technology now demonstrated in the laboratory has attained wavelength tuning range in excess of 500 GHz. This is adequate for the broadband multichannel applications discussed here. Wavelength stabilization performance needed for these applications has also been achieved using electronic tuning. Phase noise linewidths of 1 MHz are adequate for high
frequency digital systems, but are too great for analog systems requiring large carrier-to-noise ratios.

Overall, we see that the current laboratory performance of diode lasers for optical communications already meets the needs of advanced communications systems that use coherent techniques to achieve capacities vastly greater than present direct detection systems. While further performance records will undoubtedly be set, the pace of system development will be determined by progress in monolithic integration, performance reproducibility, and other system integration issues rather than absolute performance.

In closing, we emphasize that the actual usefulness of the types of systems used here for our analysis will depend primarily on economic factors. Alternate approaches based upon digital multiplexing and switching involve very different system architectures. All broadband fiber optic technologies are developing rapidly, but coherent techniques are the newest and thus furthest from maturity. Though this makes their widespread use more speculative, it also implies greater potential for development and the discovery of unrecognized capabilities.
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A design for a monolithic narrow-linewidth InGaAsP diode laser has been developed using a multiple-quantum-well (MQW) extended-passive-cavity distributed-Bragg-reflector (DBR) laser design. Theoretical results indicate that this structure has the potential for a linewidth of 100 kHz or less. To realize this device, a number of the fabrication techniques required to integrate low-loss passive waveguides with active regions have been developed using a DBR laser structure. In addition, the MOCVD growth of InGaAs MQW laser structures has been developed, and threshold current densities as low as 1.6 kA/cm² have been obtained from broad-stripe InGaAs/InGaAsP separate-confinement-heterostructure MQW lasers.